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Details of Visit:

Author: EE Ned
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 12 Sep 2010 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Asian Gallery
Website: http://www.asian-gallery.co.uk
Phone: 07780268568

The Premises:

Don?t be fooled by the Mayfair address around the corner from the Ritz, the place is quite run
down. The doorbell is at the street, so no privacy there either. Flat is on the first floor, easy to find,
but the room used was on the sunny side and far too hot. Bathroom is very small, but the shower
works OK. Otherwise a mess, stuff everywhere, obviously a place used only for business and not to
live in. 

The Lady:

Not even close to the photos. Claimed to be from Singapore but I doubt it, looked more Chinese.
The one that was there at the time of my visit was short and chubby, not tall and slim like the lady
on the photos. Bruises on the skin, and plenty of hair down there (not even slightly trimmed, quite a
dense bush). Awful.

The Story:

OK, this is one of those agencies that get?s the girls photos god knows where (probably face book)
and then rotates the girls in the various places. If I was just careful enough to read the previous
report about this girl would have saved myself a lot of agro and ?150. If they do need to swap the
girls around, at least they need to tell them what services are listed on the web site. With this
particular one nothing was on offer ? bbbj was quoted extra ?10 (when I started to leave, she then
agreed to do it, but it was awful, teeth everywhere, almost no action, usual tricks in keeping the
hand on the shaft, etc), no touching down there, no A levels or any other levels. Kissing was so, so,
but her mouth tasted quite bad. So, all in all an awful experience, left after only 30 mins in a rush.
This is an AGENCY to avoid (I don?t blame the girl, she was willing to try within her parameters, but
once when opened the door and I saw that she is different from the photos I should have turned
away), showing photos of quite nice girls and then sending in poor substitutes. In my books that is a
con and completely put me off trying any Asian girls (my second similar experience, albeit with the
different agency), so East European?s here I come back...
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